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Town of Middlebury Design Advisory Committee (DAC) 

Minutes of September 23, 2022 

Draft 

 

 Members Present: Natalie Peters, Glenn Andres, George Marcus (alt) Jim Pulver, Lillian Snow 

and Chris Zeoli  

Members Absent:  

Staff Present:   Jennifer Murray and David Wetmore 

Others Present: Andrea Murray, Brent Rakowski, Mike Moser  

 

1. Call to Order:  Called called the meeting to order at 12:05 pm. 

   

2. Public Comment- None offered. 

 

3. Minutes- 3/6/2020 

Motion by Chris Zeoli to approve the 3/6/2020 minutes as amended, seconded by Glenn 

Andres.  Motion passed 5- yes 0- no. 

 

4. Proposal by Middlebury College an addition to 24 Hillcrest Road 

 

Natalie Peters welcomed and thanked the applicants for their time. Dave Wetmore provided some 

guidance to the DAC, acknowledging that the DAC had not met since 2002. Recently, Middlebury 

Zoning has been amended. Some of the uses that had previously required conditional use approval 

will now be reviewed and approved administratively as permitted uses. In addition, the zoning 

amendments include site plan review standards that requires DRB or administrative approval, 

depending on the intensity of use. The project at 24 Hillcrest is one such project. The college use 

of 24 Hillcrest is a permitted use and requires site plan approval. Since this project will not be 

reviewed by the DRB, staff felt that review by the DAC would be appropriate to assist with our 

review. 

  

Natalie turned the meeting over to the applicants Mike Moser (Middlebury College Director of 

Facility Services), Andrea Murray (architect for VIA) and Brent Rakowski (Otter Creek 

Engineering) represented the application for the College.  

 

Brent- noted that Otter Creek Engineering has provided the civil engineering services for the 

project including, stormwater, utility connections and parking. VIA has provided the architectural 

detail. 

 

24 Hillcrest Road is known as the Farrell House, located on the corner of Hillcrest Road and 

College Street. Both are public roads. The building is currently used for office space. As proposed 

the Farrell House and addition will used for events/assembly space and will be called the Prism 

Center. The College is seeking to create a safe space balancing privacy and public uses associated 

with the activities planned in the Prism Center space. Rehab of the Farrell House, addition, parking 

and pedestrian access/walkway will require changes to the existing site plan. The trees along 

College Street will be preserved. The trees (mature Norway Spruce) on the backside of the house 

will need to be removed to accommodate the addition, drainage and walkway. Roof top and 

foundation drainage will be separated. Rooftop, curbed parking area and surface stormwater will 

be directed to a small retention area west side of the proposed addition. Foundation drain will 

discharge into stormwater system. Curb along parking will also serve to separate pedestrian and 
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vehicular uses. The site plan shows expanded parking and sidewalk. Expanded sidewalk seeks to 

further separate vehicle and pedestrian uses, improving safety.  No changes are required to the 

existing water/sewer service lines. The existing parking is heavily used for events around that area 

of campus.  

 

Andrea Murray- shared that VIA are the architects for this project. The existing Farrell House 

building is a small 2 story structure. The building features low ceilings and small 2nd story rooms. 

The proposed renovations will remove the 2nd floor which will provide for an open floor plan. The 

Farrell house has been reviewed by the State Department of Historic Preservation and determined 

to no longer be a contributing building. However, the College and VIA want to maintain the 

existing features and prominent character of the building. Overall, the exterior building character 

including the porches will be preserved. The elevation drawings demonstrate that the additions 

roofline will be lower than the existing building and reveal of clapboard siding on the addition will 

be different. These features will help to maintain the historic prominence of the original Farrell 

House. Lattice and landscaping will likely be used to screen the infill area below the porch deck. 

The roof will be replaced and if budget allows the roof will be standing seem.  If extensive 

foundation work is completed, the extended railing may not be required. Andrea expressed that  

the windows are not original and have been replaced but need upgrading.  

 

Jim- commented that the handicap railing along the walkway should be durable and compliment 

the front porch railings. Suggested that if the foundation is reworked, that a step down to the 

addition would help to reduce porch infill. Window proportion seems good. 

 

Lily- expressed concern about tree removal. Pleased that College Street trees will remain. Need to 

use care to protect them. Foundation plants and other vegetative screening should be considered to 

address screening/safety except where utility location prohibit.  

 

Glenn- agreed that additional plantings along Hillcrest would be appropriate. Brent expressed that 

the Colleges steam line is there and may prohibit. It was expressed that the Prism Center would 

like to maintain an open gathering area between the building and Hillcrest Road. It’s a balance 

between privacy and safety. Andrea expressed that the building floor plan is designed to provide 

some level of safety and screening for the users inside. 

 

Lily- expressed concern about snow coming off roof on to sidewalk/handicap ramp.  Andrea 

shared that this is a concern especially if roof is standing seem. 

 

Glenn- also expressed concern about snow falling from roof onto walkway. Suggested that 

eliminating the airlock connection between the existing and proposed addition may help. 

Discussed location and function of doors located along front porch. Andrea expressed that at least 

the connector door will be used. Leaving the existing front door helps to provide balance and 

character. Jim expressed that the design of the porch and door placement provides some symmetry. 

 

Jim- likes the universal design that the handicap walkway and steps provide. 

 

George- asks where is the real front entrance? Expressed concern about the contemporary look of 

the addition vs. the original building. Andrea responded that the exterior trim details are limited on 

both the original and addition, and she feels it is not overpowering. 

 

Chris- suggests that the trees should be saved and blacktop sacrificed by placing the addition on 

the south side of the building rather than the west side. He expressed strongly that we need to 
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consider the negative effect tree removal on the climate. There is plenty of parking over the hill 

available to students and faculty. Further he felt that the College should be on board with this goal 

given their efforts around carbon neutrality and sustainability. Brent expressed that the Colleges 

arborist has looked at these trees and determined that their health is declining. Andrea shared that 

the College determined the location and scope of the project. Glenn asked if the western most tree 

could be saved. Overall, the Colleges arborist concluded that the trees were about the same age and 

removing any of them could compromise the remaining. Mike Moser stated that a landscape 

planting plan had not been completed and confirmed that the College wanted the addition on the 

west side of the Farrell House building largely due to existing utilities and parking needs. Mike 

also noted that eliminating the connector between structures may allow a tree to be saved. The 

College will look closer at this. 

 

Jim- noted that the DAC is advisory, suggesting that we are not here to redesign the project. 

 

Natalie- noted that it is a good design and project. Supports the suggestion made by the DAC.   

 

Andrea and DAC- discussed foundation concerns, ledge concerns and the history of the Farrell 

House. 

 

Natalie thanks applicants for their presentation and willingness to hear DAC comments. 

Applicants left at 1:20 PM 

 

5. Other business 

a. DAC- reviewed minutes of March 6, 2020, see reference above. 

 

b. Nomination for DAC chairperson- Glenn Anders nominated Natalie for chairperson. 

Lily Snow 2nds. No discussion. Motion approved 6-yes, 0-no 

 

c. DAC members raised concern about seeing projects only when final. Would prefer to see 

projects earlier.  

 

6. Adjournment:   Glenn Anders moved to adjourn at 1:30 PM, 2nd Chris Zeoli. Meeting 

adjourned 1:30 pm. 

 

 

Minutes submitted by David Wetmore  


